‘Only special help from Madrid can solve the dilemma of Formentera’s triple insularity’

Consell de Formentera president Alejandra Ferrer met with Vicenç Vidal today at local
government offices, thanking the Balearic senator for the chance to meet and taking the
opportunity to impress on the senator the island’s principal appeals in the hope Vidal convey
them to the government in Madrid.

Among the issues raised was the “Special Balearic Regime” (Règim Especial de les Balears, or
REB) to unlock extra funding for islands like Formentera in a situation of triple insularity. Ferrer
placed rubbish transport costs among other financial costs deserving of consideration. She also
appealed to the senator to seek Madrid’s help for the autonomous regions and individual
municipalities in efforts to reach 2030 Agenda goals, fight climate change and assist in the
energy transition.

The Balearic senator pledged “particular care for Formentera, particularly because the island
lacks its own senator”, and noted the latter point featured in discussion as well. He insisted the
island deserved “special sensitivity on issues related to our national coasts”, calling for “a more
careful handling in view of their acute impact on the island”.

Migrants
President Ferrer described “a new challenge that requires new solutions”: foreign
unaccompanied minors. If, as Ferrer insisted, Madrid’s involvement is crucial to the autonomous
regions and island councils obtaining needed measures and resources, “they also need to be
working to solve this problem at its source”. The senator agreed on the need for unity around
the issue of migrants, calling it “a new challenge, and one we need to move forward on”, while
also asserting that “guarantees will be necessary”.

The officials also spoke about the importance of investment in the next 12 months in mature
tourism areas, as well as reductions in air and maritime travel costs and, according to President
Ferrer, “the very specific needs of Formentera residents, as a people—including enjoying the
same ability of movement as our fellow islanders and countrywomen and men”.
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